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Fantastic  Paul Taylor D s  Tonight 
Tonight at 8:15 p.m., the lush 
gold curtain in the theatre rises 
on one of the most fantastic dance 
groups in the world, THE PAUL 
TAYLOR DANCE COMPANY. 
MSC presents the company in 
the Center for the Arts Audi­
torium for a dance concert. 
Since 1960 they have made 14 
foreign tours, five sponsored by 
the United States Government. 
They have appeared at top dance 
and music festivals, including 
THE SPOLETO FESTIVAL OF 
T W O  W O R L D S  ( I t a l y ) ,  T H E  
FESTIVAL OF NATIONS (Paris), 
JACOB'S PILLOW DANCE FES­
TIVAL, THE LONG ISLAND 
FESTIVAL OF THE ARTS, THE 
HARPER THEATRE FESTI­
VAL. The company represented 
the U.S. at the International Dance 
Festival in Paris, where Paul 
Taylor won the Gold Star Cho­
reographic Award in competi­
tion with leading dance troupes 
of all nations. The Taylor Com' 
pany is also well-known for its 
appearances on national network 
television and in Broadway pro­
ductions. CBS-TV devoted an en­
tire show to the group, and they 
have also conducted three highly 
successful Broadway seasons, at 
the Billy Rose Theatre, and the 
Anta Theatre. 
Paul Taylor wrote this about 
his choreography and the com­
pany's presentations: "I would 
like to make it clear from the 
start that these dances are pri­
marily meant to be a kind of 
food for the eye. If they evoke 
dramatic images and riddles, 
the key to their solution lies 
not so much in the brain, but in 
the senses and the eye of the 
spectator....I cannot say I have 
any revolutionary theories about 
dance. I am proud of my dance 
inheritance and the license which 
American dance has given me: 
the freedom to do whatever kinds 
of dance I feel are worth doing." 
The company has been packing 
houses all across the European 
continent, London, Hong Kong, 
South America, Los Angeles, New 
York and metropolitan centers 
elsewhere in the United States. 
The trip to Moor head is spon­
sored by MSC, The Minnesota 
State Arts Council, the Minne­
sota State Legislature and the 
National Endowment for the Arts. 
Where Europe expected modern 
dancers to be highly serious, 
solemn, and just a little plain, 
.Taylor showed them dances with 
wit and girls who were stun­
ningly beautiful. 
The company arrived on cam­
pus Thursday for the showing at 
4 p.m. of a free film on dance and 
movement. A coffee hour hosted 
by MSC Blackfriars followed. To­
night at 8:15 p.m. they will pre­
sent their only dance perfor­
mance in this area. Saturday at 
noon the Company will conduct a 
class for MSC students interes­
ted in movement, dance or form, 
for a maximum of 50 students. 
T h e  c l a s s  w i l l  b e  h e l d  i n  t h e  
Flora Frick Gymnasium. The 
class lasts for 90 minutes and 
is designed to individual assis­
tance and discussion with the 
Taylor dance company. Tickets 
for the concert (750) and for the 
class ($1.00) are on sale all day 
today at the Center for the Arts 
Box Office. 
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Nixon Favored in Political E mphasis Poll 
Political Emphasis Week 
passed over MSC practically un­
noticed by most students, and 
surprisingly, practically un -
noticed by the Political Science 
Department. 
The week's activities which 
were held for the benefit of Poli­
tical Scientists in particular, and 
all interested peoples in general, 
consisted of presentations by five 
of the seven partie s on the Minne -
sota ballot, followed by a student 
body preference poll. Students 
were able to choose between the 
seven presidential candidates 
who will appear on the Nov. 5th 
ballot in Minnesota. Re suits of the 
poll were as follows: 
Richard Nixon GOP - 288 
Hubert Humphrey DFL - 224 
George Wallace AIP - 60 
Eldridge Cleaver PFP 53 
Fred Halstad SWP - 4 
Charlene Mitchel CP - 11 
Henning BlomenSLP 3 
William Buckley 












American Independent  
Party 
by Dan Bennett 
Ted Christianson opened Poli­
tical Emphasis Week with a short 
speech in support of George Wal­
lace and the American Indepen­
dent Party. His introduction dealt 
primarily with the fact that Wal­
lace was sworn in as governor 
of Alabama with the same Bible 
once used by Thomas Jefferson. 
He then moved into the standard 
areas of concern to Wallaceites. 
He stressed the fact that Wal­
lace recognized the right of stu­
dents to demonstrate unless they 
obstructed trade, commerce, or 
business. He said that those spea­
king in favor of the country's 
enemies also relinquished their 
right to decent. 
Wallace's policy on the war was 
to conduct negotiations for a 
limited time and if such nego­
tiations failed, to win the war 
m i l i t a r i l y  w i t h  c o n v e n t i o n a l  
weapons. 
Particularly stressed was the 
promise that Wallace would re­
turn the country to the constitu­
Ted Christianson and Partner Represent Wallace 
tional structure. Mr. Christian-
son declared the 1964 Civil Rights 
Bill to be unconstitutional, and 
further, that the federal govern­
ment should not be involved in 
education. He stated that Wallace 
freely admits he is a segrega­
tionist, but strongly denied that 
he was a racist 
Mr. Christianson said that both 
Nixon and HHH were representa­
tive of apathy. At one point he re­
ferred to Nixon as an "allpower­
ful socialist" 
Following the speech, an in­
v o l v e d  q u e s t i o n  a n d  a n s w e r  
period provided students a chance 
to attack the Wallace platform. 
Socialist Worker's Party 
by Steve Hamilton 
David Thorstad, candidate of 
the Socialist Worker's Party for 
Congress in Minnesota's 5thDis­
trict, spoke after the American 
Independent Party. He branded 
the Vietnamese war as the "Num­
ber One" campaign issue, and 
called for the immediate with­
drawal of United States troops. 
Thorstad's presentation was a 
positive one in that he empha­
sized what he was for rather than 
what he was against. He said he 
was in favor of "wars of national 
liberation" and he gives full sup­
port to the Black Panthers, call­
ing for total black control over 
black communities, including law 
enforcement. He further stated 
that he supports black nation­
alism. 
In addition, he said that he 
supported, and still supports the 
"struggle" of French students to 
radically change French society, 
and that he was against the Rus­
sian invasion of Czechoslovakia. 
In regard to student revolts, he 
said that they had his full back­
ing. 
Thorstad's style of speaking 
was "witty," but the wit had a 
deep sarcasm and cynicism to 
it. 
Peace and Freedom Party 
by Sara Johnson 
There was a small turnout to 
hear Brian Coyle speak for the 
Peace and Freedom Party last 
Tuesday night One faculty mem­
ber represented the political sci­
ence department. 
In his speech, Coyle stated 
that America's faith in the two 
party system has been shaken. 
He claims Humphrey and Nixon 
have come to represent "ugliness 
against ugliness", andln the Chi­
cago convention, the government 
"cast off its fig-leaf of democ­
racy." After Chicago, said Coyle, 
dissenters know that "power 
can't be challenged by cardboard 
signs and flowers." He stressed 
the need to do something, and the 
importance of this need over any 
need of "responsibility." 
His opinion was that the demo­
cratic process is functioning in­
adequately, and that the current 
theory of "showing up at the polls 
will save us" and Vice President 
Humphrey's "muddle through" 
policy won't correct it. The libe­
rals have formed the center of 
politics for 20 years, he pointed 
out. Their "allowable views" — 
to contain Communism, spend 
heavily on defense, and keep pro­
mising change — have, done little 
to solve the Vietnam war,police-
state ghettos, and student rioting 
and unrest. He also warned 
against being "seducedonce 
again" by the Lesser Evil con­
cept. Humphrey's running on it 
this year, he said, just like LBJ 
did in 1964, under the image of 
"peacenik." According to Coyle, 
victorious Lesser Evils bring 
more disasters, not progress. 
He appealed to the anti-war 
group to refuse to vote for either 
major party. Both, he claimed, 
Con't on p. 5 
Socialist Dave Thorstad 
Elections Near 
By Tuesday evening only 18 
students including five incum­
bent senators filed for the Stu­
dent Senate positions. 
** Student Senate Vice - Presi­
dent Kim Giddings is unopposed 
for re-election while Senator Ken 
Nelson and Bob Kinkade are un­
opposed in their bid for Trea­
surer and Business Senator re­
spectively. Creative Arts Sena­
tor Don Puetz will be opposed 
b y  L i n d a  O m e l i a n c h u k  w h i l e  
Senator-at-Large Roger Jung 
will contest for one of three at-
large positions with the following 
six students: Douglas Mills, Je­
anne Layton, Timothy Tweedle, 
Jetendra R. Patel, Ronald Ostrow 
and Rodney Halvorson. 
In other races Tom Clark and 
Barry Samsten filed for Natural 
Science Senator, Harold Finn and 
Susan Carlson for Social Science 
Senator, and Dave Brawthen and 
Daryl Berger for General Arts 
Senator, 
Any student who still wishes to 
run in the Nov. 4th primary elec­
tion and/or in the Nov. 13th gene­
ral election can petition for office 
by getting the signatures of 10 
percent of the student body by 4 
p.m. Wednesday, Oct. 30. Many 
senators, alarmed because of 
the small number of students, 
filing for these offices, have 
asked the MISTIC to mention 
that petitioning is rather* easy 
and is an effective method of 
campaigning. 
,The Nov. 4th primary election 
will eliminate all but six contes­
tants for Senator-at-Large posi­
tions and all but two for all other 
positions. If no additional stu­
dents file and one of the at-large 
type withdraws no primary elec­
tion contest will occur. 
Interesting observation—Fifth 
Senate election in a row with 
o n l y  o n e  c a n d i d a t e  f i l i n g  f o r  
treasurer. 
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Editorial s 
Keep Off The Grass 
The drug crack down is on again in the Fargo-Moorhead area. 
Rumors of phone tappings, midnight arrests, and police squad-
cars slipping through the night with their lists of names are ram­
pant. All in all it has created another totally absurd situation for 
which the Fargo-Moorhead community and their police depart­
ments must take the blame. 
Marijuana is NOT a narcotic, it is NOT physically addicting, 
and it does NOT lead to the use of "harder" drugs any more than 
alcohool. This information is, of course, nothing new. The La 
Guardia report of the New York Medical Academy said the same 
thing in 1938; the Presidential Crime Commission's Report (Feb., 
1967) totally reaffirmed the findings of the La Guardia report. One 
might think that this is all that need be said, unfortunately, though 
there are many good things about the Fargo-Moorhead area, one 
can still find cavemen strolling unconcernedly down Broadway. 
The realities of the situation are not all that complicated. David 
Sanford, in the NEW REPUBLIC, puts it this way: "The worst thing 
that can happen to a person who smokes pot is prison, not addiction. 
The worst thing about marijuana is the laws against it which should 
be repealed." Very simply, the most valid argument against the use 
of pot that it is against the lawl 
The penalties for possession of pot are barbaric, local reaction 
to it's use borders on the ridiculous. It is long past time the Fargo-
Moorhead community grew up and realized that heroin and mari­
juana cannot be equated. Far too many lives have already been 
scarred by the public's overreaction to the use of marijuana. 
Free Our Campus 
With midterms descening upon us, it becomes obvious that MSC 
is lacking in more than just social areas. The dormitories are crow­
ded with freshmen who seem more interested in raising hell than in 
hitting the books. There are also plenty of upper classmen who would 
rather raise hell than study. 
Not wishing to pass judgement on the relative value of studying, 
beer drinking, and other forms of education, I will concern myself 
with the question of studying. 
Some freaks on the campus scene spend much of their time study­
ing in our libraries. Since most of their studying takes place in the 
evening, they troop down to the library, but can only remain there 
till 9:50 p.m. when a sharp screeching bell shakes their livers and 
they must rise and return to the dormitory to study the remainder 
of the night. 
Student Senator Carole Johnson is mounting a campaign, For the-
sake of any student who would rather be a good liver than have one. 
Miss Johnson has proposed that the library remain open at least 
until midnight on weekdays and till 1:00 A.M. come final exams. In 
the opinion of the MISTIC, this proposal has the backing of the student 
body. We therefore suggest that the library committee get on the ball 
and make the necessary reforms. 
We wish to focus attention on a Student Senator who is actively 
pursuing democratic reforms on campus. Carole Johnson'has been 
at the forfront of this action. Her attempt to keep the library open 
and to abolish separate and privileged faculty parking areas should be 
commended. 
As students we must stand behind her and be ready to act if her 
recommendations are denied. Give Carole and the Student Senate 
your support. Be ready to vote for a new Senate next month and 
when you do, make Carole Johnson your ideal and help elect a Senate 
that will help her and you. 
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I Haven't Quite Decided Yet 
By Greg Olson 
This isn't a column or is it. 
I really haven't decided it yet. 
That's what I thought to myself 
when I sat down with pen in hand 
to relate some of my observa­
tions, and my vast knowledge to 
you the downtrodden students of 
MSC. 
It was brought to my attention 
by my cohort, Mathew E. Travis, 
that what this campus needs is a 
Depression Club. But plans for It 
are still up in the air as ol' 
Mathew didn't feel up to talking 
about it at the time. I think I heard 
that somewhere before, but I'm 
really not sure. 
Now I shall make my baptismal 
under fire as a critic by recom­
mending certain movies, TV 
shows, etc., or by panning them 
(that's critic lingo that must be 
mastered in order to be a suc­
cessful critic). The movie has 
already left town but is still worth 
seeing when it plays at your 
hometown cinema internationale. 
The flick is entitled "Petulia" 
and stars Julie Christie (froth), 
George C. Scott and Dr. Kildare 
(Richard Chamberlain). In all 
seriousness, this movie was ex­
cellent and very well done. Direc­
tor Richard Lester ("How I Won 
the  War")  employed several  
techniques — flashbacks, con­
trasting scenes from quietness 
to loudness, and vice versa, docu­
mentary-like photography — to 
help tell the story of a divorced, 
older man's affair with a young 
and beautiful woman. Scott felt 
that there wasn't much to life 
unt i l  Petul ia  popped up.  They  
were two completely different 
people, yet she made him aware 
of how much there is to life and 
that it was really worth living; 
they communicated with each 
other. A visit by Scott's ex-wife 
(Shirley Knight) pointed out how 
little communication existed be­
tween them. 
A few other  th ings  that  I  no­
ticed: the use of soft, pastel co­
lors, very few dark colors were 
used at all; the way George C. 
Scott could turn violence on and 
off like a water faucet (very effec­
tive); the contrast between peace 
and violence (displayed by the use 
of blood). 
It was a depressing movie but 
one which is unforgettable and 
well worth seeing. All three of the 
main actors turned in excellent 
performances. The movie also 
had an excellent supporting cast 
in Shirley Knight, Arthur Hill, 
Pippa Scott, Joseph Cotton, and 
Catherine Widdoes. The setting 
for the movie was San Fran­
cisco which provided a perfect 
background for the movie. 
I'd like to turn my attention 
to records. One of the best coun­
try albums to come out recently 
is "Sweetheart of the Rodeo" 
(Columbia). It is done by the 
Byrds (Mr. Tambourine Man; 
Turn, Turn, Turn; Eight Miles 
High) and it is the best album they 
have done to date. It is headlined 
Record Review: 
by "You Ain't Goin' Nowhere", 
a Dylan song that is nothing short 
of super. The song was recorded 
by Dylan on tape and then distri­
buted to various people ("The 
Mighty Quinn", "Tears of Rage", 
"Wheels on Fire" are others 
that were on this underground 
tape). The Byrds (who have been 
influenced by Dylan since they 
first did "Mr. Tambourine Man") 
picked up the song and turned it 
into a hit. Other cuts off the al—' 
bum include: "I Am a Pilgrim", 
and "Pretty Boy Floyd", It is 
worth the time and money to lis­
ten to it, especially if you are a 
fan of the Byrds or are partial 
to good, country music. More re­
commended listening: "Music 
from Big Pink" (Capitol), and if 
you feel like turning back the 
clock listen to "The Very Best 
of the Everly Brothers" (Warner 
Bros.). 
In  the  November  i s sue  of  
"Playboy" there is a short sketch 
Continued on p. 6 
"pviyet t&e 'pout 
by Eric Peltoniemi 
Those of you who haven't heard 
of Fred Neil or have heard OF 
him but have not heard him will 
not know what I am talking about. 
If you are in this group, you can 
do one of five things. 
1. You can freak-out with Blue 
Cheer. 
2. You can think that "Revolu­
tion" is the greatest song ever 
recorded. 
3. You can soul with the 1910 
Fruit Gum Company 
4. You can join the Democratic 
Party. 
5. Or, you can go out and listen 
to him and forget the first four. 
Fred Neil is from Coconut 
•Grove, Fla., and is aBudweiser-
drinking blues singer. He plays 
a 12-string and wrote the song, 
"Another Side of the Life." His 
voice is so low, you know he had 
Things by Jim Davis 
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Very Important Thing-
Last week the Mistic had a front 
page picture of two—alleged-
Wallace supporters. 
Rest easy, they would never 
support George. 
Unimportant Things— 
If the quote in last week's 
MISTIC was correct, I can only 
conclude that Pam Cooper must 
have gone into the bookstore at 
a very early age. 
Kathy Cota is a "teeny-bop­
per". 
There exists a female (at 
M.S.) named Sybil I 
I wonder if Joseph was a Chris­
tian or an idiot? 
Quotable Thing— 
Claudine: "I love human be­
ings; but I hate mankind." 
"Look at all the social ani­
mals?" (said while viewing the 
scene in Kise Commons at din­
ner) 
"God has abandoned me, the 
son of a bitchl" 
Important Things— 
Next week there's a Christian 
convention atNemzek. Anyone in­
terested in promoting the festi­
vities is asked to read the fol­
lowing dissertation on — 
Wild Things—(and how to catch 
them) 
For the purposes of discussion, 
we will consider the capture of 
lions in the desert. 
The first method for captur­
ing lions requires the construc­
tion of a spherical lion cage 
(not for spherical lions stupid); 
after it is constructed, enter it 
and lock the door. Now carefully 
perform an inversion with re­
spect to the cage. You are now 
outside, and the lion (and every­
thing else) is inside. 
A second method is to build a 
semi-permeable  membrane ,  
which will pass everything except 
lions, and sweep it across the 
desert. 
Thirdly, since there are no wild 
lions in the desert, any lions 
which might be there must be 
tame. The capture of tame lions 
can be left as an exercise for the 
reader. 
As a deviation, we can consi­
der the method suggested by 
Schroedinger. At any instant of 
time, there is a positive proba­
bility that there is a lion in the 
cage. Wait. 
If anyone should fail in all 
th6se attempts, see me, I've got 
several more you can try. (these 
are taken from "The Mathemat-
cal Theory of Big Game Hunt­
ing," by H. Petard) 
More Important Things— 
Con't on p.7 
a trouble-free childhood. He is I 
also one of those many thousand 
songwriters who despite having 
written popular songs is rela­
tively unknown. 
But besides being a song­
writer, he is, more important, 
a singer. Probably the best singer 
I have ever heard. Take your 
Elizabeth Hartwoods, Tony Ben­
netts, Francois Rabelais, and all 
the other of your musical singers 
and put 'em someplace else. They 
aren't singers. They just mouth 
musical notes. 
Now Fred has recorded just 
three albums in the last five 
years, and that was only when they 
could get their hands on him. He 
doesn't give a damn about big 
cities, politics or recording ses­
sions. We get too much of that in 
music. Fred sings songs that you 
can listen to and escape all that 
stuff. He sings songs of his sad­
ness and his gladness, and you 
cry or romp along with him. 
His first album was onElektra 
called "Bleeker and MacDou-
gal." Since then he has moved to 
Capitol and recorded "Fred 
Neil" and recently "Sessions." 
Not only is it his greatest album . 
but "Sessions" is made up pri­
marily of first takes, recorded 
at 2:00 A.M. jam sessions. With 
it are beautiful sounding mis­
takes, things the team hit upon, 
and some between-song conver­
sation. Backing him up on this 
record are his friend, Phil 
Childs, dobro; Bruce Langhorne, 
Eric Glen Hord, Cyrus Faryar, 
guitars; and Chops Bond, bass. 
I'm not going to go on talking 
anymore because all you have to 
do is listen to him. And if after 
that you aren't with him, you 
aren't with anything. So buy these 
records. Forget about all there-
cords I told you to buy in prece­
ding columns. They aren't any­
thing compared to Fred. If you 
don't want to take my word for 
it, then take Phil Ochs'. When I 
asked him what he thought of 
Fred, he just smiled. 
Sinclair's Art Reviewed 
by Tom Hilber 
The cage is open for all inte­
rested in art. Robert Sinclair's 
paintings and drawings are now 
on display at the Center for the 
Arts. For a truly negative lear­
ning experience go and see the 
actualization of what is truly 
meant by minimal art, the aca­
demic that is. That such a display 
of unawareness could receive a 
M.A. at the University of Iowa 
is beyond the comprehension of { 
the artist. It is a must show for 
the underclassmen in the arts. 
It is typical of the road being 
taken willingly or unwillingly by 
most of you. Mr. Sinclair's 
sphere of influence is restricted 
to the University of Alberta in 
Edmonton, Canada. An open book 
of his 1967 products will remain 
up....help us until Nov. 6. 
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M LETTERS 1 
Yawn 
To the Editor: 
A colleague sent me a few is­
sues of the MISTIC, and I read 
them with interest, but also with 
some concern. What is one to 
think of a passage like this, "We 
should not allow ourselves to be 
duped by the likes of Roland Dille 
into believing that the dehumani­
zing deprivation of freedom which 
we are force-fed in our college 
years..." ("The Sand Box", MIS-
TIC, Oct. 4, 1968). 
The content is debatable. In my 
opinion we too often have spoon­
fed our students, few of us have 
force-fed them. But cause for 
anxiety is not the content but 
the deliberately offensive, not to 
say "dehumanized", language. 
While such excessive hyper-
bold may be excused on the 
grounds that the writers are 
young, impetuous and impatient 
sutdents, the same considera­
tions cannot be extended to the 
writer of the article "Dille Pic­
kled", in the same issue of the 
MISTIC. 
It is quite possible that the 
heading was provided by the edi­
tors, but it correctly reflects 
the tone and content of the letter-
and is thus the responsibility of 
the writer. 
Professor Gibbs writes thathe 
is "a little tired", and then 
adds, "Institutional guts are 
rare, but never have I seen them 
so lacking as they are here", 
that is at Moorhead State. Pro­
fessor Gibbs reminds me of the 
man who crawls under his teepee 
and then complains thathe cannot 
see the forest and the sky. 
Victor Peters 
Prof, of History 
(on leave) 
Utopia 
To the Editor: 
In driving toward the same 
goal, Timothy Tweedle and I 
take different roads. Our goal-
freedom from prejudice. My road 
- A change in the hearts of men 
through love and unity. 
Prejudice is the perpetrator of 
dissention, stagnation, and pre­
cludes growth (mentally, cultu­
rally, and spiritually). The final 
results of paralyzing the growth 
of an advancing civilization, by 
refusing to unify mankind, are 
continuous outbreaks of war, hos­
tility, and a sharp rise in men­
tal disorders. We should not 
linger on separateness on the 
avenues of diversity, but should 
instead come together in a chan­
nel of unity generating impreg­
nable bonds of love. 
Consider the possible advance­
ment in unlimited unity! If there 
is to be an advancement of world 
civilization, compromise in the 
unification of mankind cannot be 
tolerated. This unification should 
bring mankind together as mem­
bers of the only race that exists 
- the Human race. For the skep­
tical or unknowing, this is not a 
hypothetical construct of 'some­
thing' that might work, but rather 
is manifestly evident in the ra­
pidly developing Baha'i commu­
nities. Baha'u'llah, the prophet-
founder of the Baha'i Faith, con­
stant ly  s tresses  oneness  and 
unity. He says, "Let not man 
glory in this, that he loves his 
country; let him rather glory 
in this, that he loves his kind. 
"Each one, " he continues, 
"should endeavor to develop and 
assist the other toward mutual 
advancement .... Love and unity 
will be fostered between you, 
thereby bringing about the one­
ness of mankind. "....THE AC­
COMPLISHMENT OF UNITY BE­
TWEEN THE COLORED AND 
WHITE WILL BE AN ASSUR­
ANCE OF THE WORLD'S 
PEACE." Peace and unity, there­
fore, will not be brought about by 
a mere eradication of prejudice, 
though this is the first step, but 
by the activating presence of love. 
Nothing else will suffice. 
The diversity of colors within 
Baha'i communities throughout 
the world is a demonstration of 
the power of the Faith of 
Baha'u'llah to remove prejudice 
and create respect for individual 
rights. 
"This handful of dust, the 
earth, is but one home; LET IT 
BE IN UNITY." 
-Baha'u'llah 
Rich Weiger and J. Alan Moll 
Applause 
Dear Editor: 
To the students of MSC: 
I have just finished reading 
the MSC student newspaper, 
(Sept. 27, issue), and I feel that 
the students of your institution 
should feel honored to have a 
student media which is run solely 
for the purpose of its readers-
the students - and not for the ap­
peasement of the administration. 
I also feel that your editor and 
his staff should be commended on 
their courage to use any words 
they feel necessary to convey 
ideas and news reporting to the 
students. 
In conclusion, the MISTIC's 
crisis with the college president 
and administration shows that 
'you' the students are gaining a 
rightful voice in the affairs of 
your college; in comparison to 
the college I attended where the 
gigantic crisis at hand is the 
wearing of sideburns, beards 
etc., to certain classes, in which 
we (the students of NSC) have no 
hand in deciding, but is left up 
to our immortal Athletic Direc­
tor. Thus I applaud the MISTIC 
and its staff, for it is truly the 
'Students Voice.' 
Ronald A. Merkel 
Northern State College 
Aberdeen, South Dakota 
Dead Horse 
To the Editor: 
It is rather ironic thatDan Ben­
nett chose "Up Against the Wall" 
as the title for his column. His 
journalism reflects this. It is 
obvious to most campus repor­
ters that the Greek system is a 
"dead horse" Issue. Indeed, Mr. 
Bennett must have been "up 
against a wall" to have resorted 
to that old dependable stand-by 
tactic: Knock the Greeks. 
For the sake of enlightenment, 
I have found it necessary to an­
swer Mr. Bennett's pretentious 
question concerning sorority bla­
zers and individuality. 
For some strange reason, in­
dependents seem to find more 
security in the Greek system than 
most Greeks. Because it is an 
organization, or to them another 
"ESTABLISHMENT," it is al­
ways fair game for attack and 
condemnation. 
"An institution is the length­
ened shadowofone man." (Emer­
son) Just as you cannot judge an 
individual by the clothes on his 
back, you cannot judge a group of 
individuals by the clothes on their 
backs. When an athlete sports a 
uniform for an athletic event once 
a week, it doesn'tmean he is type­
casted as a basketball player or 
a wrestler for the rest of the 
week. A uniform is decoration, 
yes, but it is also designed for 
the purpose of temporary unifi­
cation for team effort. 
I cannot deny my personal ex­
perience in the Greek system. I 
may belong to an exceptional 
group, but it has been to my 
great satisfaction, that it has not 
demanded the sacrifice of my 
own individuality. I couldn't re­
main if it did. At the same time, it 
has offered me superior group 
experience. Trophies, jewelry, 
and campus queens are not the 
foundation upon which the Greek 
system was built. Granted, to 
some these exterior trappings 
are everyting. To me they are 
nothing. 
A hard, cold fact independents 
hate to be confronted with is that 
the overwhelming majority ol 
campus leadership has stemmec 
from these Greek organizations. 
It is these "individuals" who 
have learned to function within a 
group and who have found parti­
cipation valuable to their educa­
tions who have gone on to excel 
again in other campus groups. 
Check it out. It could be em-
barassing. 
Don't knock an organization 
just because they show pride in 
themselves. Next time you want 
to judge a person's individuality 
try to look a little further than 
what the "individual" has chosen 
to wear. Perhaps, this clearer 
outlook won't KEEP you "up 




To the Editor: 
In order for the Black Ame^ 
rican to gain the dignity he de­
sires, he must channel his ef­
forts toward three major objec­
tives. These are economics, po­
litics and a social philosophy. 
These objectives will be con­
current and based on education. 
If the Black Movement is to 
succeed, it must be self-sus­
tained. Afro-Americans pre­
sently owning businesses will 
have to form business coalitions 
or cooperatives. They must also 
form an independent banking sys­
tem which will be used to finance 
their black brothers in other 
business ventures. On a longer 
term basis, black people must 
continue to become educated. 
Those obtaining educations, pro­
fessional and technical, must use 
their knowledge and skills to per­
petuate the Black Movement. 
Since the Afro-American is 
still being governed by "White" 
law, he must cease to be a poli­
tical ostrich. He must enter into 
all levels of government and poli­
tics and make unfailing attempts 
to change "White" law to law of, 
for, and by the people. All of the 
people. The representatives for 
the black community must main­
tain unwavering stands in behalf 
of their people. 
The third, and probably the 
most important single objective, 
is a social philosophy. The Afro-
American must integrate with his 
own people. He must learn of his 
past, examine his present, and 
define his future. The black man 
is the only one who may define 
his future. NO white man, despite 
his intelligence or sincerity, is 
capable or should be allowed to 
do this. The Afro-American must 
become independent of the white 
world. The price to be paid for the 
absence of black dignity within 
the nation's society is the des­
truction of the nation. 
Gregory E. Reed 
AAFO 
Go Zippies! 
To the Editor: 
I speak for a large audience 
of adults whom I know were very 
favorably impressed by a group 
of four fine young singers from 
MSC at a large gathering. The 
applause for the performance by 
this clean looking, clean humored 
and uplifting entertainment was 
very gratifying, a good "pat on 
the back" they much deserved. 
We are grateful not only for 
this group but for all our many 
good ambitious students who go 
to college to improve their ideals 
and make this a better world. We 
much recognize such youth by 
showing them we appreciate and 
applaud their efforts. 
I'm sure the great majority of 
our college students deserve 
praise; that can be much more 
effective than any number of 
slaps used anywhere on the dirty, 
hiary "attention seekers." (As 
you read this you can recognize 
which category includes you). 
Some look like they have fallen 
backwards into the cave dwel­
lers level with no soap or water 
available. How can that be when 
we live in this era, we have soap 
commercials which claim soap 
can clean away all dirt and filth; 
except from the mind and soul? 
Let us give our much needed 
attention to the upright, studious 
youth who represent our nation 
and colleges as they should, with 
pride and dignity. They are there 
to better and further their educa­
tion so they can take their place 
in a better society; preferably a 
free preaceloving world capable 
of meeting the needs of each new 
tomorrow. 
I heard of a group of young 
college students who had formed 
a "Zippy Club" to counteractthe 
Hippy's. More power to all you 
Zippy's at any college. I'm sure 
you will outnumber your dirty 
unkept rivals by great numbers 
and we salute you! You shall be 
the America we are anticipating 
will accomplish great things. It 
is you who shall be ejected to 
carry on the high ideals set forth 
by our forefathers. For them it 
took a great deal of strife, we 
know, to give birth to such a nation 
of freedom, liberty and justice for 
all. 
Just as we today must carry 
the torch high to make itpossible 
to realize their endeavors. 
We know that we, the past 
generations have failed to carry 
out the whole will of our free­
dom-loving forefathers. 
Our fine youth of today have a 
tremendous burden to bear, but 
we are confident there are enough 
of you so you shall overcome. 
We need not be dismayed with 
college youth who thrive on such 
thoughts as "God Bless Ame­
rica." May you always keep the 
ball rolling in the proper direc­
tion to accumulate many, many 
more upright students with high 
ideals; clean moral minded young 
men and ladies on the campuses of 
all our colleges; notonly in Ame­
rica but throughout the world. 




To the Editor: 
The ambiguities of the "battle 
of Chicago" have been described 
so compellingly by one who ex­
perienced them that more than a, 
single word of thanks is due 
Jerome Clark for his two ar­
ticles which appeared in THE 
MISTIC. It is regrettable that 
the third part was driven "un­
derground," for one wishes that 
readers of this weekly could have 
followed to the end of his written 
account Clark's experience of the 
manifold tragedy enacted in Chi­
cago late last August — the tra­
gedy of the police, tragedy of the 
demonstrators, tragedy of the 
convention, tragedy of a free 
press, tragedy of a nation. -
An event so exceptional de­
serves exceptional reporting, and 
we have been treated to it by Mr. 
Clark. 
It is to be hoped that whatever 
course the college and the weekly 
take in the future, the intent to 
grapple with reality as expe­
rienced will continue uninter­
rupted and that less exceptional 
events will be treated with that 
care which the will to commu­
nicate requires and engenders. 
Perhaps a simple uncluttered 
word of gratitude can yet, even 
in this controversy, be taken to 
be just that. 
John G. Gibbs 
Praise 
To the Editor: 
If an "outsider" who is yet 
intensely concerned in the for­
tunes of the Moorhead State Col­
lege may be spared a little space 
in the MISTIC, I would like to 
commend Kathie Cota's descrip­
tion of the Wallace visit to Far­
go and its various appurtenan­
ces. As an example of clear and 
interesting reportage I have seen 
nothing comparable to it in the 
MISTIC, and not many articles in 
the FORUM or any other familiar 
journal. 
Rev. John C. Prvor 
About Time 
To the Editor: 
I asked that my name not be 
used with this letter since at some 
future date I may wish - due to 
the dictates of a society that 
places more value on a piece of 
paper than on what I am or what 
I know - to return to school and 
I would like it to be as easy as 
possible. 
I am fed up with a system that 
is based on self-perpetuation ra­
ther than growth of its members, 
faculty, students and administra­
tion. I am not here complaining 
of duplicity on the part of any 
president's part since Ithinkthat 
we are surrounded by proofs of 
Dr. Neumaier's sincerity to give 
the students a voice and I am 
willing to give Dr. Dille a year 
to prove that he will put the le­
gitimate, articulate desires of the 
students above those of the state 
board, moneyed interests, and the 
local community. What I am say­
ing is that giving the students a 
voice is merely a way of attemp­
ting to save a dying institution. 
I am saying that now is the time 
to seriously investigate new, re­
levant, flexible structures (I hope 
the F-M Free University will be 
one). I feel that an attempt such 
as the free university deserves 
my time more than does a struc­
ture in the last stages of rigor 
mortis. 
I am further fed up with a sys­
tem that will rehire and even give 
tenure and department chairman­
ships to nice but innocuous men. 
I think Drs. Herringman, Flood 
and Glasrud from my own depart­
ment are fairly good examples. I 
have yet to hear an original or 
creative thought from" any 
of them. Instead I am given a 
list of critics to read to find out 
what I should think on a given 
work of art. Dr. Glasrud and Dr. 
Flood both seem to be experts 
'at the art of the aimless ramble 
and digressions, having sat 
through three quarters with the 
former and two quarters with the 
latter I think I can safely make 
the judgement that I got nothing 
from class attendance but a tired 
ass. Dr. Herringman cannot seem 
Con't. on p.4 
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to see past his seating chart,-
attendance roll, and neat stack 
of secondary sources all by the 
established critics. I never again 
want to hear that so and so who 
wrote such and such says this and 
that about blah, blah, blah. I would 
like to hear what they think and 
for them to hear what I think and 
in this manner to grow to a deeper 
appreciation of the work itself not 
a commentary on the work. 
Further: Mr. Kryzaniak never 
said or put anything on the view­
ing machine that I had not read 
in the book the night before, or 
memorized in high school, Dr. 
Carr talked nicely about those 
nasty multiple choice tests (Ihad 
them in every course I took last 
year for all but three tests last 
year) but was never willing to in­
vest his time in reading essay 
tests; Mrs. Kranz gave beautiful 
lectures on innovation in second­
ary education but woe is you if you 
tried to put anything like that into 
a discussion or a paper. 
Basically this is why I choose 
the dangers of the draft (tho I 
do have an I-Y coming it's never 
sure and they always like to keep 
a few strings on you) and the 
outside world over the existence 
I've had for three years during 
which I've been safe but stagnant. 
Name withheld by request 
Poison 
To the Editor: 
Ever since the first day Pve 
been in Moorhead, Minn., Pve 
been treated very well. Pve been 
almost everywhere in the Fargo-
Moorhead area. The only thing 
that reminds me that I'm a Black 
Man is the constant stream of 
stares that are directed to me. 
I'm always treated with res­
pect and courtesy in all stores 
and public places. I'm really 
impressed by the friendliness 
and good-will extended toward 
me. All of these things combined 
helped create the illusion that 
everyone would accept me as 
Samuel Bradley. 
Last Saturday on my way to 
the Homecoming football game, 
the illusion was broken. I and a 
friend of mine were standing on 
the street side of some parked 
cars waiting for traffic to thin out 
before crossing. The traffic 
thinned out except for one car 
I 
coming down the middle of the 
street. We stepped a foot or two 
and stopped to let the car pro­
ceed. As he neared us he picked 
up speed and swerved in toward 
us. If we had not jumped back he 
would have hit us. Leaving the 
scene of the near hit-and-run he 
looked back to say something 
derogatory. 
We escaped personal injury 
but it brought me back to reality. 
It showed me that there are still 
people who aren't going to accept 
me simply because I'm Black. 
This sort of thin doesn't make 
me any harsher in my judgment 
of the White Man. It does make 
me feel a slight twinge of sorrow 
and a great amount of pity. For 
his is the mind that is poisoned, 
and his conscience is the one that 
will eventually pain him for an act 
almost committed. 
I still like Moorhead very 
much. I won't let one sick mind 




To the Editor: 
In these first few weeks as a 
freshman here at MSC, I have 
surmised that Editor Bernick is 
more than just a liberal. This in 
itself is no vice. However, shoul­
dn't we be informed of the so-
called editorial boards political 
affiliations? If we cannot, then 
it can be safely said that either 
the editorial board is fully in 
agreement with the editor or that 
its members are quite meek. 
What I am trying to say is, in 
effect, that the hierarchy of the 
MISTIC is suppressing conserva­
tive opinion on today's vital is­
sues. To be sure, periodicals 
such as the "Chicago Tribune," 
"Human Events," and "Ameri­
can Opinion" on the right, and 
"Ramparts," the "New York 
Times" and the "New Republic" 
on the left offer only their re­
spective opinion; however, these 
are privately owned institutions. 
The MISTIC's stockholders are 
the students of MSC, consequent­
ly, divergent political opinions 
should be offered by our editor. 
A prime example of this one­
sided farce was the editorial col­
umn of Oct. 18. In it, Mr. Ber­
nick paints Eldridge Cleaver as 
a fully reformed convict. Isn't it 
A Diamond From 
Wimmer's Is A 
Keepsake Forever 





D I A M O N D  R I N G S  
If you want to be the Dream 
of your girl—give the girl of 
your Dream a Diamond from 
(jJimmsoiA 
OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT 
610-Mairf  Ave.  Fargo 232-2008 
interesting that our editor neg­
lects not only the requirement 
set forth in the U. S. constitu­
tion on presidential age, but also 
fails to mention the fact that Mr. 
Cleaver, an outspoken revolu­
tionist, might soon lose his parole 
on accout of being arrested for 
carrying a concealed weapon. 
To end, I say that conservatism 
should be allowed to flourish in 
the school paper as does libera­
lism. I'm not suggesting the re­
moval of Editor Bernick, I am 
hinting at an addition of more es­
tablishment minded people who 
will help to promote sensible 
change within our system, not 
without. Then, and only then, can 




To the Editor: 
The Powers that are moving 
to defend themselves will come 
out reactionarys before return­
ing to liberality. The prince 
(Dille) is moving to consolidate 
his power. Behind their prince 
move the administrative mon­
keys, who are consolidating 
their status as well. The lackey 
paternal and aloof teachers fear­
ing for their jobs are lining up 
with the power structure. 
Students have no choice. Nor­
mality is not a choice, it is more 
of the same soporiferous sleep. 
Sleep that we niggers call fati­
gue. The choice is simple. React 
to the sophisms of your tea­
chers. They want to know that 
there are students who can speak 
out because they themselves are 
not. The low rumble in the hall­
ways has got to be heard in the 
faculty lounges and washrooms. 
Hearing aids with one volume 
setting - loud - must be installed 
in every person's ear. Teachers 
must be informed that the plas­
tered and panelled walls of their 
cubicle do not have the same 
consistency as lead. Student voice 
does not mean the same thing 
as choice. 
An energy stronger than the 
lazer must emerge. This energy 
is Student Power. The addage of 
force meets force is violent and 
impossible, as of yet. There is 
something that students and the 
world know as fear. It is the 
type of weakness that the spirit 
is accustomed to yet never gives 
up. 
The powers that are oppressing 
us do have this universal weak­
ness. 
It is aroused by Student Power. 
If they react with powers of force 
there will be martyrs and there 
will be heroes. The pit of hell 
will be covered with the minds 
of the undecided. 
If you are a lover forget I 
ever said anything. You, my 
friend, must turn the other cheek. 
You must turn down your hearing 
aid. You must never say a word 
about this to anyone. The whole 
thing will pass away. You must go 
now and pray that this cup will 
pass. The Prince said to the stu­
dent before him "Are you who you 
say you are? Are you human? Are 
you truly an equal (to or better 
than us)." The studentanswered, 
"One day students and the na­
tion will answer. You must go 
now and wash your hands, they 
are red with " 
Tom Hilber 
Masquerade• 
A Masquerade Ball with cos­
tumes and prizes will be held on 
campus tonight. The Ball, spon­
sored by the Union Programming 
Board, is the brainchild of Karen 
Morsch, Chairman of the Union's 
Hospitality Committee. 
The Universal Joints will 
entertain you and prizes will be 
given to Best Female, Male, and 
Couple's costumes. Tickets are 
available at the Union desk and 
will be available at the door. 
HOUSE OF GRECO 
603 N.P. Ave. 
In the Heart of 
DOWNTOWN FARGO 
Expert Beauty Services Are: 
MR. JOHN KATHIE GAY OLSON 
For Appointment Call 235-2224 CLOSED MONDAY 
Shop Epko On 
Downtown Valuo Days 
Oct. 25th & 26th 
Save Up to 50% 
Your Photo Headauarters 
Comoros - Films - Processing 
Complete Audio Visual Department 
EPKO-FILM SERVICE ,INC. 
631-N.P.Ave. Fargo,N.Dak. 235-6651 
> „ 
See the '69 Camaro SS Sport  Coupe,  
plus RS equipment a t . . .  
Campus Representative 
Bob Moore M MUSCATELL CHEVROLET 1 6 1 7  M A I N  A V E N U E  •  F A R G O  
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"I am mortified to be told 
that, in the United States of 
America, the sale of a book 
can become the subject of in­
quiry...." 
—Jefferson 
"Every great advance in natu­
ral knowledge has involved the 
absolute rejection of authority" 
—Huxley 
Peace and Freedom-from p. 1 
* The Place 
OPEN 
MONDAY NIGHT 




eavy Cable Stitch 
SWEATERS 
Warm but fashionable are 
these 100% wool 
"ski-type" sweaters by 
Bobbie Brooks. Smart 
turtleneck style in a 
light beige background 
witlTnavy, green or brown 
accent weave. 36-38-40. 
$16 
Second Floor 
Miscellaneous ideas voiced 
during question and answer 
period: 
Whoever wins in November 
will represent White America; 
we need a transition of Ameri­
can consciousness. 
People should quit this "can't 
let things get out of hand" idea. 
If I were Black and aware of 
my own identity, I'd be careful of 
allying with Whites. Black radi­
cals have a lot to lose. 
Seductive siren voice...Nixon 
stumping Honkies-"Sock It To 
'Em". 
As I'm in Minnesota, I'm voting 
for Cleaver. If I were in North 
Dakota, I'd vote for the Trot­
sky ites. 
I wish I could say, "I pro­
mise your vote will have an 
impact." I'm a realist. 
Progressive change, not an 
overthrow We see election 
day as no more important than 
any other day. Every day is im­
portant. 
stand to protect the status quo, 
not to produce change. 
Coyle gave the Peace and Free­
dom ticket as an alternative. He 
urged a protest vote, not as a se­
rious bid for office, but as a ve­
hicle to say "NO" and show a 
genuine concern for the future. 
At present, he said, the P & F 
Party presents "skeletal orga­
nization and a name on a ballot". 
The candidate offered for Presi­
dent is Eldridge Cleaver, minis­
ter of information for the Black 
Panthers, senior editor of RAM­
PARTS, and author of a novel, 
SOUL ON ICE. Cleaver's goal, 
said Coyle, is minority libera­
tion and self-determination of 
ghetto communities at the grass­
roots level. 
Republ icans  
by Steve Hamilton 
Only 10 people remained to 
hear Daryl Standafer, the Re­
publican representative. M r. 
Standafer is the chairman of the 
2nd District Citizens for Nixon-
Agnew. 
Rather than a full-blown speech 
as he had planned, Mr. Stand-
Are you looking past tomorrow? 
Since cave drawings of the Ice Age 
man, people have struggled to 
communicate. With stories, maps, 
legends, paper, spoken words of 
love and fear. This business of 
communications.. .  meaningful 
dialogue . . .  is still  chief among 
today's preoccupations. And it's 
one we at Western Electric, indeed 
the entire Bell System have worked 
at since 1882. 
Cable, microwaves and satellites 
have brought nations face-to-face 
across continents and oceans. 
Closed-circuit TV helps educators 
penetrate barriers of slum and tar-
paper shacks. In fact, our whole 
way of life in America is being en­
riched simplybyadvances in phoning. 
Whether basic or brilliant, each 
advance must arrive when it's 
needed. And each must be economi­
cally producible whenever it's 
needed. At Western Electric we 
specialize in production and logis­
tics. It's our job in the Sell System 
.. .to help men overcome communi­
cation barriers with dependable ser­
vice at low cost. To this end we 
need an ever increasing number 
of new fresh ideas. Your ideas. 
Ideas that look past tomorrow. 
Management Opportunities at W.E. 
for Liberal Arts and Business Graduates: 
General Management Computer Systems 
Auditing & Finance Production Management 
General Accounting Production Control 
Purchasing Public & Industrial 
& Transportation Relations 
Consider your future in communications. Get the 
details horn our brochures. Then see your Placement 
Office and meet us on campus. Or write to Manager 
of College Relations, Western Electric Co.,Room2510A, 
222 Broadway. New York, N. Y. 10038. We are an 
equal opportunity employer with plants and service 
centers from coas' to coast. 
Western Electric 
MANUFACTURING & SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 
afer, because of the small num­
ber of people present, gave a 
short talk for Odin Langen, and 
also on the importance of beco­
ming involved in politics. He cited 
Langen's good points as 10 years 
in the House, membership on the 
House Appropriations Commit­
tee, and what he has done to im­
prove his district. In regard to 
political involvement, he said 
that he didn't care what party 
one joined, but that you should 
join the party of your choice. 
Democrats 
BY Steve Hamilton 
The last speaker for Political 
Emphasis "Week was Bob Berg-
land, DFL candidate for Cong­
ress from Minnesota's 7th Dist­
rict. 
In his speech, candidate Berg-
land outlined what he would do if 
elected to Congress, and how he 
differed from his opponent Odin 
Langen. Mr. Bergland favors aid 
to education, school lunches, 
medicare, and several other re­
lated programs. He also came out 
in support of collective bargain­
ing for farmers. He feels that 
programs are needed to keep 
rural youth from migrating to 
urban areas. 
The question and answer pe­
riod after his speech primarily 
dealt with his views on the mili­
tary and on foreign policy. He 
said that money for new prog­
rams should come out of the de­
fense budget; it is possible to do 
this he went on, because the mili­
tary has never been known for its 
efficiency (presumably fiscal). 
He said that the war must be 
stopped, and along with Humph­
rey's proposals on how to end 
the war, Mr. Bergland believes 
that the National Liberation Front 
is a viable political force in 
Vietnam and should be included 
in any negotiations. He also sta­
ted that income-producing pro­
perty owned by churches should 
be taxed. 
"The path of civilization is 
paved with tin cans" 
—Elbert Hubbard 
SONATA FROM »10C 
SONATA — 
.28 Ct: "Z" Grade 345.0G 
.28 Ct. "V" Grade 325.0C 
.28 Ct. "S" Grade 275.CK 
.28 Ct. "T" Grade 245.0C 
.28 Ct. "P" Grade 235.0C 
There IS a difference In Die > 
monds — we will be happy h 
explain. 




CJewelsrt Sc Silversmith* 
rOUHTH STREET AT CENTER AVENUE 
MOORHEAD, MINNESOTA 
Authored j\r5Carvec' Jeweler 
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Levis Every new one comes slightly used 
The  roa d  t o  becoming  a  Vo lks ­
wagen  i s  a  rough  o n e .  The  ob ­
s t ac l e s  a r e  m any .  
So me  make  i t .  Some  c r ack .  
Those  who  make  i t  a r e  s c ru ­
t i n i zed  b y  8 ,397  i n spec to r s .  ( 807  
o f  whom a r e  f i n i cky  women . )  
T hey ' r e  sub j ec t ed  t o  1 6 ,0 0 0  
d i f f e r en t  i n sp ec t i o n s .  
They ' r e  d r i ven  t he  equ iva l en t  
o f  3  mi l e s  on  a  spec i a l  t e s t  s t and .  
Eve ry  eng ine  i s  b roke n  in .  
Eve ry  t r an smi s s ion .  
Many  bugs  a r e  t hen  p lucked  
f rom th e  p roduc t i on  l i ne .  T he i r  
s o l e  func t i on  in  l i f e  i s  t o  be  t e s t e d  
and  no t  t o  be  so ld :  
We  pu t  t hem th rough  wa t e r  
t o  make  su r e  t h ey  don ' t  l e ak .  
We  pu t  t hem th rough  m ud  
a nd  sa l t  t o  make  su r e  t hey  won ' t  
r u s t .  
T h ey  c l imb  h i l l s  t o  t e s t  hand ­
b r a ke s  and  c lu t ch e s .  
Then  c ome s  t h e  d r eaded  wind  
t unne l  and  a  t r i p  ove r  8  d i f f e r en t  
r oad  su r f ace s  t o  check  ou t  t he  
r i de .  
To r s ion  ba r s  a r e  tw i s t ed  
100 ,000  t imes  t o  make  su r e  t hey  
t o r s i on  p r ope r ly .  
Keys  a r e  t u rned  on  25 ,000  
t imes  t o  make  su r e  t hey  don ' t  
b r eak  o f f  i n  k ey locks .  
And  so  i t  goe s  on .  
200Vo lkswagensa r e  r e j e c t ed  
eve ry  day .  
I t ' s  a  t ough  l e ague .  
SlUng Sutotjau?, lint. 
VOLKSWAGEN & MERCEDES-BENZ SALES & SERVICE 
3405 WEST MAIN - BOX 829 
FARGO, NORTH DAKOTA 
58102 
Phone 235-6608 
Notes From the Underground" 
NOTES FROM THE UNDER­
GROUND is the title of a self-
proclaimed "Rinky-Dink Mimeo 
Magazine for the Fargo-Moor-
head Area" that has appeared 
on the three local campuses and 
throughout the community re­
cently. The 64-page magazine, 
including two double foldouts, is 
partially printed and partially 
mimeographed, and sells for one 
dollar. 
But beyond its impressive 
technical format, the magazine 
is also very articulate about its 
ideas. The opening editorial, en­
titled "A Time for Advocacy", 
begins: "Today one senses a 
centrifical trend in our society. 
We seem to stand in the eye of 
a cultural tornado. The sense 
of identity which has welded our 
nation together through the last 
30 years of war and affluence is 
disintegrating. From our posi­
tion, the odd words seem mean­
ingless, the old explanations ir­
relevant, the old remedies use­
less." " It is our experience 
that once a people has been start­
led by chaos, they've heard the 
first call of change." 
"Consequently," the editorial 
continues, "this is a time for 
evocation as well as reflection. 
The important intellectual work 
which is being done now is that 
which talks TO people not merely 
ABOUT them." 
" This magazine is an at­
tempt to chronicle, describe, and 
analyze the growing mood of dis­
content among an important mi­
nority of the American people. 
But it is also an act of advocacy, 
pure and complicated. It's main 
assumption is that we live in a 
revolutionary world, surprised 
by its momentum and sensing its 
promise, but we are unclear and 
inarticulate about our own ori­
gins and equally hazy about the 
mergent future which is being 
shaped in our present." 
The contents of the magazine 
includes articles such as 
"Humphrey: Biography of a Bum 
mer," which attempts to analyze 
the present political scene and 
offer alternatives; articles co­
vering local existing and pro­
posed projects, such as the 
Fargo-Moorhead Draft Informa­
tion Center, the Minnesota Peace 
and Freedom Party, the FM Free 
University, and underground 
press experiments; "An Open 
Letter to FM Students: How to 
Start a Campus Revolution"; 
"Student Power Movement in FM 
Colleges"; Jerry Farber's "The 
Student As Nigger"; part HI of 
Jerry Clark's famed "Chicago, 
1968—When the Ship Cam? In"; 
"Cursing Establishment Seizes 
Media"; a series of "scenes"; 
"Essay on Reason and Responsi­
bility"; and a number of articles 
and reviews covering music, 
theatre and literature. 
The last page editorial state­
ment explains future publications 
of NOTES: "....The weakness of 
this first issue of our maga­
zine is its 'grayness' and lack 
of participating writers. In the 
future, we would like to continue 
this magazine and experiment 
with the newspaper format. To 
this end, we hope to sponsor a 
MEDIA WORKSHOP in the newly 
organized Free University of 
Fargo-Moorhead. Interested 
persons should call Brian Coyle 
at 236-5616 or attend the open­
ing meeting of the Media Work­
s h o p . "  S e v e n  c o n t r i b u t o r s  a r e  
listed, including MS students 
Larry Peterson, Kathie Cota and 
Jerome Clark. 
Sol Yurick perhaps best sums 
up the theme of the magazine in 
the closing quote: "Now Tom 
Hayden has called for many Co-
lumbias. So go now, bearing news 
for every regional contingency 
and every spiritual one. Phamph-
lets and papers asking: Who Rules 
Our Lives, Who Stuffs Our 
Mouths, Who Sends the Police, 
Who Sends Us To Our Deaths, 
Who Killed The Yearly Crop of 
Campus Suicides, Who Will Blast 
Off The Face of The Earth, Who 
Poisons Our Air, Who Shits Into 
Our Minds, Who Rules the Ghet­
tos? And Who Drives You Into The 
Haven't-from p.2 
written on Leonard Cohen. 
"Who's he you say? "He" is a 
Canadian folksinger-poet-author 
who recorded an album last year 
called "The Songs of Leqnard 
Cohen" (Columbia) which, inci­
dentally, is a beautiful album. 
He wrote "Suzanne" (which is 
on the album and was made 
popular by Noel Harrison. Any­
how, he has ventured to the U.S. 
from his residence on the island 
of Hydra to record another album 
and to make concert and televi­
sion appearances . Those of us 
who dig Cohen are anxiously 
awaiting these events. 
There is a new romantic hero 
roaming around campus calling 
himself "Don Wino," for obvious 
reasons. He's the co-founder of 
the FMCWCC (Fargo-Moorhead 
Cheap Wine Connoisseur's Club) 
along with Adam (rot-guts) Ap­
ple, who is the president. Over­
heard in the snack bar: "Say, 
does he have a new image?" "Oh, 
you mean that Nehru shirt he's 
wearing." Do you know who 
Herbert Khaury is? I saw 
Kenny the other day, and I was 
Rulership Bag? Go now: take it 
apart and put it all together again 
in a new way." 
almost sure that he was wearing 
a doggy collar around his neck...« 
Ex-editor Bennett is alive and 
teaching school in Kerkhoven. 
Interesting reading: Brian-
Coyle's underground magazine 
with installment numero tres on 
Chicago. ' 
Pet Peeve: People who scK 
acting like Mr. Junior High 
School, giving one the cold treat­
ment simply because this per- -
son's name was mentioned in a 
news article. Rinky Dinkl 
So until next week — TOOD-. 
LES, and T.T.F.N.l 
l 
"Christianity, with its doc­
trines of humility, of forgive­
ness, of love is incompatible 
with the state, with its haughti­
ness, its violence, its punish­
ments, it wars". 
—Tolstoy 
;NPIR D E CKI 
at 119 Broadway - FARGO 
ArtCarved diamond en­
gagement rings are already 
engraved before people 
buy them. It makes a lot of 
sense. The engraving has 
to do with the unusual Art-




B — MYSTIQUE 
from $180. 
The original Blue 
Levi's —in rugged 
XX denim ... lean 
and low waisted. 
America's favorite 
jeans. Each ring is engraved with 
the gemologists evaluation 
and the registered weight of 
its superb ArtCarved dia­
mond. It provides, with its 
written guarantee, your 
assurance of an ArtCarved 
diamond's lasting value. 
Carve d 
D I A M O N D  R I N G S  
Come see our ArtCarved 
diamond rings. You'll see 
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Mrs. Humphrey Visits MSC 
by Sara Johnson 
Three MSC students setoutfor 
Hector Airport to meet Mrs. 
Humphrey and Muskie last Fri-
— a photographer for the 
L, myself, and someone who 
seemed intellectually concerned; 
he carried a copy of the MISTIC. 
*^e were joined by four junior 
Democrats from Moorhead High 
School and eight or nine Concor-
dians, who had made signs enough 
for everyone. 
The Shanley High band greeted 
the party as they got off the plane. 
Some players were dressed as 
Indians, some as cowboys, and a 
few more tri-corner hats and 
O R U G C O.. I N c. 
UJxxWreeri 
7 2 O  C E N T E R  A V E ,  :  v.. 
PHONE 233-1553 E& 
CROWN S45O 
ALSO S15Q TO 1975 
R E G I S T E R E D  
Keepsake' 
D I A M O N D  R I N G S  
Any Keepsake diamond 
lost from its setting within 
"a year will be replaced free 
of charge. 
Terms for Students 
Madsen's Jewelry 
Home of Keepsake Diamonds 
621 1st Ave. N. - Fargo, N.D. j 
some kind of military boots. Vo­
lunteers from the Women For 
Humphrey wore HHH scarves and 
passed out buttons to the crowd. 
We also got recipes for Muriel's 
special beef stew; "Hubert likes 
to tell everyone it gives him 
vim, vigor, and vitality." Bob 
Be r gland arrived just as the plane 
taxied in and was ordered to get 
his car out of the way and get 
himself into the welcoming party. 
- The Shanley troop was on its 
third welcoming number when 
Muriel and Jane appeared. They 
shook hands down the line, tried 
to remember the names of the 
button-pushing ladies, and said 
something folksy to anyone who 
looked undecided. A waiting car 
with escort took them to Grier 
Hall where Mrs. Humphrey 
toured the Special Education de­
partment. 
The reception in the Union 
Ballroom began with an opening 
speech by President Dille. He 
in t roduced  ce lebr i t i es  i n  the  
crowd: Mrs. John Blatnik, wife 
of the 8th district congressman, 
Professional 
, Directory 
Dr. Harlan H. Gerger 
Optometrist - Contact I-enses 
515 1st Ave. N. Fargo, N. Dak 
•^^^^ 235-1292 ^^^^ 
Dr. Lloyd C. Carlson 
Dr. Gay Ian B. Larson 
Optometrists 
Contact Lenses 





1st Ave. & Roberts St. - Fargo 
Phone 232-8353 
We've Moved! 
NELS VOGEL, INC. 
Our New Location Is: 
1132-28th Avenue South 
Moorhead, Minnesota 56560 
Phone 236-6800 Area Code 218 
J ST NATIONAL BANK 
• 
Senator and Mrs. Quentin Bur-
dick, Mrs. Orville Freeman and 
Mrs. William Hannell, wife of the 
assistant to the Vice President. 
Bob Bergland introduced the 
two prospective first ladies. 
Mrs. Muskie was first at the 
podium, giving a short speech on 
how much Mrs. Humphrey had 
talked about Moorhead State on 
the flight here and how she had 
two teenagers of her own. "The 
younger generation keeps us on 
our toes," she stated, "and we're 
glad of it." 
Mur ie l  Humphrey  fo l lowed,  
saying how happy she was to come 
to ' 'Humphrey - Muskie - Berg­
land Country." She told of how 
their tour, the first in which wives 
of presidential and vice-presi­
dential candidates have cam­
paigned together, began Thursday 
'morning in Washington, D.C. 
They were covering Ohio and 
Minnesota at present, and planned 
on touring Texas the week after. 
She attacked two statements 
that have been circulating about 
the election: "What we need is a 
change," and "Let's sit this one 
out and not vote." She stated that 
both were "stupid," the first on 
the grounds that there is always 
change in the government, for 
better or worse. She urged us not 
to take for granted the good done 
in the last four or five years. 
She also stated that the right to 
vote should not be taken for gran­
ted either. People who don't use 
their voting privilege will regret 
it the morning after the election, 
she said. 
She mentioned that both 
Humphrey and Muskie had earned 
Phi Beta Kappa keys at their home 
universities, another first for 
candidates, and named programs 
of special interest to the Vice 
President, stressing the educa­
ting of retarded children. She 
closed with a plea for voters to 
think for themselves about the 
election. 
The reception ended. There 
wasn't time for the proposed 
question-and-answer period. 
Mrs. Murial Humphrey and Bob Bergland 
Things-from p.2 
Choate's been drafted. 
Where's Millam? 
Dick Nixon's lead over Hu­
bert Humphrey has dropped con­
siderably more than I thought 
it would. 
How can one analyze Mr. Hum­
phrey's moves of late—in parti­
cular his promise of a "bombing 
halt" in Vietnam. Is he playing 
cheap politician, or have his 
views changed? Should we gamble 
on him? 
Since I felt earlier that there 
was no great difference between 
Hubert's and Dick's stands, be­
tween Democratic and Republican 
platofrms, should I now decide in 
favor of Humphrey, in hope that 
his proposed action will bring 
about peace more quickly, more 
surely, than Nixon's threatened 
inaction? 
I may. 
Wouldn't it be great if we could 
have a Presidential candidate 
rim unopposed? 




More Wild Things— 
Fargo-Moorhead's 
Complete Cleaners 
Shirt Laundry „ , 
111 8th St. S. - Moorhead 
COIN LAUNDRY 
K-MART PLAZA 
FARGO Dial 232-4466 
After reading Daryl Berger's 
column of two weeks ago, it has 
become apparent that a clouded 
eye reflects nothing. I would wel­
come back A1 Nelson's. 
Genevieve King—obvious rea­
sons. 
Shape of the Beta-Ray Distri­
bution Curve of Radium E at 
High Energies. 
Art Class 
Seven area artists are spon­
soring a life drawing class 
through the Free University. The 
purpose of the class is to enable 
area artists with experience in 
figure drawing through the inter­
play of various techniques and 
ideas. The class is open to any 
F-M resident legitimately inte­
rested in either learning or im­
proving on his life drawing abi­
lity. The class is tentatively set 
for Tuesday and Thursday eve­
nings from 7:30 until 9:30 with 
Saturday open as a workshop. 
Model and studio rental fees will 
be 750 per two hour session. 
Any men or women 18 years and 
over interested in modeling may 
call 236-1603 for information. 
Starting model fees will be $3.00 
per hour. Corky Miller, one of the 
class sponsors, told the MISTIC 
that transportation can be pro­
vided for the models and that a 
variation in physical types is 
preferred in class models. 
"The nearer the Church, the 
further from God". 
—Bishop Andrewes, in a 
sermon before James I 
v 
"Fleas can be taught nearly 
anything that a Congressman 
can". 
—Mark Twain 
The PI^JLA Sh°P 
is Far go's First and Finest! 
SAMPLE THESE DELICIOUS FLAVORS 
• CHEESE 
• ONION 
• GENE'S SPECIAL 
• SAUSAGE 
• PEPPERONI 
• KOSHER SALAMI 
• BEEF 
• GREEN PEPPER 






Open 4:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Monday through Saturday 
ACROSS FROM THE 
FARGO THEATRE 
DIAL 235-5331 
Sunday 4 p.m. to 1 1 p.m. 301 Broadway Fargo 
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Dragons Crunch 'Kato 28-7, Quirk loads Way 
Last Saturday night the MSC 
Dragons rose to put on one of the 
finest displays of football skill 
in Dragon history. The powerful 
offense led by M.J., "Mo Juice" 
Quirk, who ground out 276 yards 
rushing, blasted the league-lead­
ing Kato Indians right out of the 
stadium. The amazing defense 
continually held the Indians to 
little or no gain while always 
coming up with the big stopper 
that makes the difference in a 
tough football game. The de­
fense held the Indians to only 
48 yards on the ground and held 
Bernie Maczuga who has aver­
aged 180 yards per NIC contest 
to only 52 yards. 
Moorhead kicked off to open 
the game. Kato proceeded to pick 
up a first down but was then 
stopped cold by the defense. 
Moorhead picked up a first down 
on their first drive only to lose 
the ball on a fumble by Kuhl. It 
was Mankato first and ten on the 
Moorhead 32 and for a moment 
it appeared as though the Indians 
might draw first blood, but a 
penalty and a fine rush by Jim 
Mader twarted the Indians. Moor­
head took over first and ten on 
their own 35. The Dragons were 
again held to eight yards in three 
plays, forcing them to punt. 
The Indian offense came out 
strong in this next series poun­
ding the middle of the line un­
mercifully, picking up three first 
downs. They moved to the Moor­
head 23 yard line where a fourth 
and ten situation arose. Kato's 
QB Mike Dahlheim dropped back 
to pass but the Dragon rush hur­
ried the pass and it was over­
thrown, giving the Dragons the 
ball on their own 23. Quirk as 
the second man through, took the 
ball and behind great blocking, 
scampered 77 yards for a touch­
down. The score was called back 
because of a holding penalty and 
the quarter ended with a 0-tie 
and the Dragons with a first and 
ten on their own 35. 
During the opening series of 
plays, Moorhead moved to the 50 
yard line. Kuhl then took to the 
air with an on the money pass 
to Bricker Johnsen who was 
dumped on the nine yard line. 
Jacobson and Kuhl consecutively 
carried the ball to the three. On 
the next play Quirk blasted over 
the middle of the line for the 
score. Kuhl kicked the extra point 
and with 9:19 left in the half, the 
score stood 7-0 in favor of the 
Dragons. 
The Indian's Maczuga took the 
ball on his own ten and returned 
it to the Kato 20. There the 
Mankato attack fell apart and 
they were forced to punt. John 
Marx got off a short punt that 
went out of bounds on the Kato 
44 yard line. Quirk carried five 
times in the next six plays and 
on the last carry he romped into 
the end zone to add six more 
points to the Dragon total. Kuhl's 
kick was good to put the Dragons 
ahead 14-0. 
Both teams hit the field with 
fired-up attitudes in the second 
half. Neither team was able to 
gain much yardage in the open-
ning minutes of play. With about 
three and a half minutes left in 
the third quarter, Dahlheim 
caught the Dragon secondary as­
leep as he hit Roger Droege-
mueller on a 81 yard pass play 
for a Kato TD. The point after 
was good and the Dragon lead 
was cut to seven points. 
The Dragons started their 
next series of plays on their own 
32 and with the help of a 22 yard 
pass play from Kuhl to Jacobson 
and a 15 yard penalty against 
Mankato, the Dragons had moved 
the ball to the Indian 4 yard line 
as the third quarter began. Two 
plays later Quirk pounded over 
from the one to extend the Dragon 
lead to 21-7. 
Maczuga took the kickoff out 
to the Kato 28 where he was 
stopped by Henderson. With a 
fourth and one on their first 
. * mlmm riki B i m us ilS Nfi 
Kuhl leads way for Quirk gainer 
- . 
S. 'VlMV ' 
series of plays, the Indians tried 
to pick up a first down by giving 
it to the powerful Maczuga, but 
Bob Hopek came up from his 
safety spot to stop Maczuga short 
of the first down. The Dragons 
took over on the Indian 37 and with 
. the aid of a 15 yardpenalty against 
Kato and some fine running by the 
Dragon backs they moved the ball 
to the Kato nine yard line. On the 
next play Quirk blasted over for 
his 90th point of the season. 
Kuhl's kick was good and the Dra­
gons led 28-7. 
The Indians, trying desperately 
to get on the scoreboard again, 
threw 11 passes in 13plays com­
pleting only two. Moorhead gained 
possession but a Jacobson fumble 
gave the ball back to Mankato.-
Three plays later Herk intercep­
ted a Marx pass to end all Kato 
hopes of scoring. 
The game ended with the elated 
Dragons giving the gamd ball to 
DragonettesSplitShutouts 
The MSC Women's Field 
Hockey Team had their hopes for 
an  unde fea ted  1968  season  
crushed by a 5-0 loss to a sharp 
Bemidji State team on Wednes­
day, Oct. 16. The game played in 
a constant drizzle was dominated 
by Bemidji ball control. Bemidji 
showed its potent offense early 
in the game, driving the ball deep 
into Moorhead territory. Once in 
scoring position, Bemidji kept the 
pressure on the Dragonette de­
fense only to be denied a goal by 
the nice efforts of the Moorhead 
defense and goalie Karen Olson. 
But the Dragonette s were unable 
to move the ball into the oppo­
nent's territory and Bemidji was 
able to retain their offensive mo­
mentum which eventually led to 
three first half goals. The MSC 
offense finally came to life late 
in the first half, moving the ball 
up along the left side of the field 
into the Bemidji goal area, only to 
have their drive stopped by the 
clock as the first half ended. 
The second half was nearly the 
repeat of the first half. The Be­
midji offense was continually 
pressing for additional scores 
and it took a determined MSC 
defense to hold them to only two 
goals in the second half. Once 
again the Dragonettes were un­
able to generate any real potent 
offense of their own. 
On Tuesday ,  Oc t .  22 ,  the  
Women's Field Hockey team tra­
velled to UND. The Dragonettes 
eager to avenge their 5-0 loss to 
Bemidji the week before procee­
ded to play their finest game of 
the year as they shut out UND 
6-0. The MSC girls who had at­
tended a field hockey clinic at 
Bemidji over the weekend appa­
rently learned a lot at that clinic 
as the front five forwards really 
put on an offensive show. The 
Moorhead team once again played 
a fine defensive game, but it was 
their offensive play which domi­
nated the game as nearly three-
fourths of the game was played 
in the UND half of the field. 
Team work and strategy once 
again was the Dragonette key to 
victory as the game sparkled with 
passes and assists. 
Oct. 29 is the date of the next 
Dragonette game which will be 
played against Concordia at 3:30 
at the Concordia field. 
BSC-goal failed by MSC goalie Karen Olson 
The flash football season con­
cludes this week. The playoffs, 
weather permitting, will begin on 
Monday, Oct. 28. 
ATTENTION: All those orga­
nizations, off-campus and on-
campus, who are interested in 
par t i c ipa t ing  in  i n t ramura l  
sports during the remainder of 
the season, should send a repre­
sentative to the first meeting of 
the intramural council which will 
be held in the Comstock Memo -
rial Union, in the Student Senate 
Conference room at 10:00 on 
Wednesday, Oct. 30. 
"Mo Juice" Quirk who had broken 
his own, the NIC and MSC school 
yardage records with 276 yards 
gained rushing. Quirk becomes 
the first Dragon in history to gain 
over 1,000 yards in one season. 
The win over Mankato puts Moor­
head in a three-way tie for first 
in the NIC conference with Man­
kato and Winona. 
NIC Standings • 
W L T % 
MSC 3 10 .750 
Mankato 3 10 .750 
Winona 3 10 .750 
St. Cloud 2 2 0 .500 
BSC 13 0 .250 
Mich. Tech. 0 4 0 .000 
Gridiron Gab 
by Dick Werpy 
Once more the Dragons must 
go for all or nothing in their 
Saturday contest. They meet Wi­
nona at 1:30 tomorrow afternoon, 
with whom, along with Mankato, 
the Dragons are tied for the 
number one berth in the NIC. 
Dragon head mentor Hoberg 
knows this will be a tough game 
for the Dragon squad to pull out. 
They will have to play just as 
tough a game as they were forced 
to play against Mankato. By beat­
ing the Warriors of Winona they 
can claim at least jointowner ship 
of the title, depending of course 
on the (jutcome of the Bemidji-
Mankato game. Moorhead last de­
feated Winona in 1963 when they 
beat them 3-0. The last time the 
Dragons beat Winona at Winona 
dates back to 1960 when we won 
2-0. As coach Hoberg said, "Our 
staff has a great deal of respect 
for Winona. They are extremely 
rugged on defense and offense; 
they are a continual threat." 
Mike Quirk, affectionately 
called "Mo Juice" by his team­
mate s in reference to O.J. 
"Orange Juice" Simpson, had 
another great night, breaking re­
cords right and left much in the 
same way as he was knocking 
down Indian defenders. Mo Juice 
picked up 276 yards in 37 at­
tempts. As he did so he raised 
his total yardage to 1096 yards 
to ensure the fact that he will 
stay out front in NCAA rushing 
and now the NIC. He scored four 
touchdowns to raise his total 
points to 90. Quirk had two touch­
downs called back, one on a 77 
yard scramble. His total yard­
age called back is over 200 yards. 
(Maybe one more record he has 
broken). 
The Minnesota Pipers played 
the Los Angeles Stars last Sun­
day at Nemzek Fieldhouse. The 
Pipers with Connie Hawkins sick, 
called on Art Heyman who took 
charge and led the Pipers to a 
130-140 victory over the Stars. 
The Pipers like the MSC court, 
several even called it the best 
floor they have played on. 
I best mention the Cross Coun­
try team or Roger Jung will have 
a bill passed in the senate ban­
ning my writing any further. The 
Drjtgon harriers did not com­
pete in Grand Forks last Satur- ~ 
day because of injuries (Why , 
didn't anyone protest?), but ex- ' 
pect to compete in Valley City 
Wednesday. They expect to be ki 
full force with the exception of 
Joel Ortega, who is out for the 
season and possibly Roger Jung 
who has six stitches in his leg 
and may not be ready to run. All-
American Clint Chamberlain i£~ 
ejected to be in top form. 
I talked to Ron Monseque today 
about the Mexican Olympics. 
was too much to describe. It was 
the most beautiful and exciting 
thing I have ever seen. I just 
can't descrive it," said 
star Dragon trackster. ^ten 
th^ll-
' P r 
asked about the altitude he added, 
"It caused runners to drop like 
flies. One man collapsed every 
time he ran. We kidded him about 
the fact that maybe he liked to 
ride on the stretcher. It was the 
greatest experience I have ever 
had." Ask him about it, I am 
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Shop 
